THE FRENCH CONNECTION
WITH THE MARKET THEATRE
FOUNDATION
Take Five for French & South African partnership!
The internationally acclaimed dance production TORDRE that will be staged at the Market
Theatre during December is the fifth partnership project between the Market Theatre
Foundation and the French Institute of South Africa (IFAS) since an MOU to promote
cultural collaboration was signed between the two parties last year.
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In less than a year, IFAS has supported
the Market Theatre to present the South
African born choreographer Robyn Orlin’s,
In A World Full of Butterflies, It Takes
Balls to be a Caterpillar in the John Kani
Theatre, followed by The Night of Ideas
at the newly inaugurated Market Photo
Workshop, the Fête de la Musique
programme at both Windybrow Arts
Centre and the Market Theatre precinct,
and finally The Alchemy of Words at the
Ramolao Makhene Theatre which was
also part of a masterclass for the Market
Laboratory students.

TORDRE © Patrick Imbert_2
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“This is a dynamic partnership that has enabled both the
Market Theatre Foundation and the French Institute of
South Africa to jointly explore opportunities that brings
together artists, thought-leaders and trendsetters from our
two nations to engage and inspire each other”, said Ismail
Mahomed, the CEO of the Market Theatre Foundation.
TORDRE will have its Johannesburg premiere on Friday
1 December 2017 and perform once more on Saturday
2 December 2017 in the John Kani Theatre in the
Market Theatre complex. In TORDRE, French-Algerian
choreographer Rachid Ouramdane, co-director of the
prestigious Centre choréographique national de Grenoble,
presents two dancers, Lora Juodkaite and Annie Hanauer,
who take their audience in an intimate measure in time: a
sort of infra-dance, based on interior impulses from which
glimpses of a whole relationship with the world emerge.
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“We are thrilled and honored that the French
Institute of South Africa (IFAS) and the
Market Theatre have signed their first MOU.
This MOU has formalized and enhanced the
collaboration between our two institutions,
collaboration that actually began a long
time ago and has expanded smoothly and
fruitfully, and in all the different locations
of the Market Theatre Foundation in 2017.

The projects including TORDRE that we
supported together since last year are an
evidence of our mission to inspire and build
a stronger cooperation between our two
countries, France and South Africa. “says
Marion Claudel, Cultural Attaché and Deputy
Director of the French Institute of South
Africa.

TORDRE © Patrick Imbert_3
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WORLD TOUR: RACHID
OURAMDANE’S TORDRE IS
COMING TO SOUTH AFRICA
TORDRE opens with the
music from Funny Girl,
William Wyler’s American
musical film. Two dancers
come charging onto the
stage. After an epic opening
of determinedly false starts
a series of impassioned
solos follows, but nothing is
quite what it seems. Solid
sculptures start to move,
gentle spinning becomes a
dangerous compulsion, and
calm is interrupted.
TORDRE is the story of
two performers who have
been closely involved with
Rachid Ouramdane’s work
for a number of years. It is
two performers’ distinctive
physicalities that finally unite
through a series of raw and
captivating self-portraits,
threaded with emotion.
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It is the story of the
Lithuanian dancer Lora
Juodkaite who, spinning
dizzyingly on the spot, has
developed her own way of
moving which accompanies
her since childhood. It is also
the story of the British dancer
Annie Hanauer, moving with
an articulated prosthetic
arm which is at the same
time btoth an extension
and an integral part of her
body. Each in their own way,
have developed a knowhow known to them alone
and come up with a way
of working which has now
become consubstantial.
French Algerian Rachid
Ouramdane is codirector of CCN2-Centre
chorégraphique national de
Grenoble.

With this dual portrait,
which was first performed
in 2014, he is probing
the delicate place where
movement wavers
between poetry and
testimony. He sets out to
achieve the documentary
feel which has brought
him an international
popularity with a register
of a modest disclosure
and a patient and delicate
staging of confidences.
The atmosphere is allencompassing and
hypnotic, with a listening,
contemplative quality…

In TORDRE, Rachid
Ouramdane has
perfected his subtle art of
composition and placed
the focus as only he knows
how - somewhere between
implacable strangeness and
closeness. More generally,
his work frequently blurs
the lines between dance
and documentary, between
public performance and
private contemplation
– achieved here with a
refreshing simplicity of
means.
Meet the creative team of
TORDRE on page 24

TORDRE © Patrick Imbert_1
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MARKET PHOTO WORKSHOP
ALUMNUS ZANELE MUHOLI
KNIGHTED BY FRANCE
The Market Theatre Foundation alumnus Zanele Muholi was honored last week with the
Chevalier de l’Ordre des Arts et des Lettres (Knight of the Arts & Literature) Award conferred
on her by Ambassador of France, Mr Christophe Fernaud.

Zanele Muholi image by Sipho Gongxela

Zanele studied Advanced Photography at the Market Photo Workshop and in 2009
completed an MFA: Documentary Media at Ryerson University, Toronto. Since graduating
from the Market Photo Workshop, Zanele Muholi has built a formidable career as an
internationally acclaimed visual artist, activist and photographer. She was the first Black artist
to have a solo show at the Stedelijk Museum in Amsterdam. She was featured at the seventh
edition of the Performa Biennial in locations throughout New York City.
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Zanele co-founded the
Forum for Empowerment of
Women (FEW) in 2002, and
in 2009 founded Inkanyiso
(www.inkanyiso.org), a
forum for queer and visual
(activist) media. Muholi’s selfproclaimed mission is “to
re-write a black queer
and trans visual history of
South Africa for the world
to know of our resistance
and existence at the height
of hate crimes in SA and
beyond.” She continues

to train and co-facilitates
photography workshops
for young women in the
townships.
“Zanele’s works serves as
an inspiration for social
justice movements and hope
for young and emerging
photographers from
communities that society
has pushed to the margins”,
says Lekgetho Makola, the
Head of the Market Photo
Workshop.

anele Muholi opened
her exhibition Faces and
Phases at the Market
Photo Workshop Gallery
on Friday 17 November.
The exhibition runs until 18
February 2018. This is the
only project in Africa of its
kind and it celebrates the
11th anniversary of Muholi’s
acclaimed portrait series
documenting Black lesbian
and transgender individuals
from South Africa and
beyond.

Faces and Phases 11, The Market Photo Workshop
Gallery, 2017, Image- ©Siphosihle Mkhwanazi (10)

Faces and Phases 11, The Market Photo Workshop Gallery, 2017, Image- ©Siphosihle Mkhwanazi (1)
Faces and Phases 11, The Market Photo Workshop
Gallery, 2017, Image- ©Siphosihle Mkhwanazi (15)
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“The Market Theatre
Foundation is significantly
proud of Zanele Muholi’s
achievement and the
recognition given to her by
the French government.
The international icon is a
dynamic ambassador for
the values and ethos of the
Market Theatre Foundation;
and in particular the Market
Photo Workshop”, says
Ismail Mahomed, CEO of the
Market Theatre Foundation.

© Suzy Bernstein
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The French government
distinction Chevalier de
l’Ordre des Arts et des
Lettres (Knight of the Order
of Arts and Literature) is
conferred on “persons
who have distinguished
themselves by their
creativity in the field of art,
culture and literature or for
their contribution to the
influence of arts in France
and throughout the world.”
Some noted South African

recipients of this honour
who have connections and
lifelong ties with the Market
Theatre include William
Kentridge, Mannie Manim,
Mandie van der Spuy,
Gregory Maqoma, Esther
Mahlangu and the Market
Theatre Foundation’s CEO,
Ismail Mahomed.

Tinashe Wakapila, Harare, Zimbabwe, 2011

Charmain Carrol Parktown Johannesburg 2013

Sharon ‘Shaz’ Mthunzi 2 _ Daveyton Johannesburg 2014

“This achievement gives much needed integrity to our society in these challenging times of
the South African democracy. The recognition awarded to Zanele Muholi will inspire other
young South Africa artists in Zanele’s age group who are also pushing the boundaries of
artistic expressions in all forms and purpose, gaining overwhelming attention and a strong
following across the globe”, adds Lekgetho Makola.
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Each week in Buzz, the Market Theatre Foundation celebrates the incredible
pARTnerships that contribute to the growth of this institution and those whose brand
affiliation contributes to making the Market Theatre Foundation a formidable leader in the art
of pARTnership brokering. This week’s Buzz focuses on the French Institute of South Africa
IFAS-Culture is the cultural
department of the French
Embassy in South Africa and
supports artistic events in
various domains, throughout
the year and around the
country.
Highly demanding in offering
quality creations while
favouring the exchange of
ideas between communities,
IFAS-Culture strives to
introduce French and
Francophone artists in South
Africa, promote South African
artists on the international
artistic scene and support
artistic residencies leading to
original creations.

of French language and
Francophone culture, IFASCulture works in close
collaboration with the network
of Alliances Françaises in South
Africa.

2012 & 2013” alongside the
Institut français, the South
African Department of Arts
and Culture, the National Arts
Council and the South African
Tourism among others.

Over the years, the
organisation has established
an important network of strong
partnerships with various
festivals, universities, artists,
museums and galleries, as well
as government institutions
and businesses. In 2012 and
2013, IFAS was involved in the
implementation of the bilateral
exchange programme “FranceSouth Africa Seasons

As part of its mission, IFASCulture encourages cultural
diversity and exchanges
between South Africa, France
and the rest of the African
continent by supporting
artistic events ranging from
contemporary dance, theatre,
puppetry and music, to
contemporary art exhibitions
and literature.

IFAS-Culture supports
artistic events ranging from
contemporary dance, theatre,
puppetry and fashion shows to
music, DJ nights, contemporary
art exhibitions, cinema and
literature.
As a promoter and diffuser
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The French Institute has
always had a special
relationship with the Market
Theatre; we were even
neighbors for 15 years when
IFAS offices were in Newtown
before moving to Braamfontein!
So it was a wonderful and
logical continuation of this
relationship to sign the MoU of
collaboration a year ago.
We then celebrated the 40
years of the Market Theatre
with a beautiful performance
of Robyn Orlin’s latest creation
- a unique artist for a unique
partnership. I have fond
memories of that premiere,
with tents thrown in the seats
and audience pouring on the
stage of the John Kani Theatre.
We will be back in the John
Kani Theatre with TORDRE
by Rachid Ouramdane on
December 1 and 2, a haunting
contemporary dance pieces
with two dancers of special
abilities. When I started talking

about this project to James
Ngcobo and Ismail Mahomed,
they were both curious and
excited to present this to South
African audiences, and we are
proud to bring the work of such
an important choreographer
here.
The Market Theatre Foundation
houses many homes for many
artists: we also worked with the
Market Laboratory students
around puppetry and animation
through a masterclass given
during the tour of “Alchemy of
Words”, a multi-media gem that
toured the region. IFAS actually
commissioned this production:
we don’t only show art, but we
also help create it, and this was
a shining example of the best
of South Africa and French
artists’ collaboration.
In January we inaugurated
the first public event held at
the Market Photo Workshop
auditorium with a debate

around the Night of Ideas - a
date shared throughout French
embassies in the world to hold
unique debates with specialist
from opposite disciplines. With
a debate around “Art for art’s
sake / science for science’s
sake: must they always
have a purpose?” audiences
and panelists alike shared
passionate exchanges on the
theme.
Another milestone is our yearly
Fête de la Musique, a free
music festival which takes
place every year in the street of
hundreds of cities worldwide.
In South Africa, the Alliance
Française and IFAS organized
the Fête de la Musique for the
past 3 years in Newtown. The
Market Theatre was of course
involved and in 2017 we also
did a special event for Youth
Day at the restored Windybrow
Arts Centre. It was wonderful
doing this event with the
community and being the first
to partner with the renovated
Windybrow!
As this year draws to a close,
we already look forward to our
collaborations in 2018, and
bridging the distance between
South Africa and France
through art.
Merci !
- Marion Claudel
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ACCESS TO THEATRE IS A RIGHT FOR
EVERY CHILD
On Friday 17 November, the Market Theatre Foundation hosted 150 teachers at a reception to
honour them for their continuous support in bringing students to see productions at the Market
Theatre.

Theatre spaces like the Market have a fundamental role to play in education. For children and
young people, access to theatre and other high-quality arts experiences is not a nice to have – it is a
fundamental right!
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The Declaration of the Rights of the Child makes it clear that every child has the right to “rest,
leisure, play, recreational activities, cultural life and the arts”. From the youngest age, children learn
about the world through exploring their senses and playing. This play naturally consists of many
different forms of artistic expression – dancing, singing, object manipulation, storytelling, role- play
and more. Theatre as an integrated art form builds on these natural learning modes.
Good theatre experiences
open children’s minds to
different realities, encourage
curiosity, develop empathy,
explore the world from
multiple points of view and
allow for an appreciation
of the metaphorical and
symbolic. The Market Theatre
Foundation is grateful to
the many schools who bring
block bookings of learners to
experience this freer, more
organic and playful way of
knowledge acquisition.

institutions such as the crèches,
schools and community spaces
where children come together.
To find out more about the
work of ASSITEJ and ASSITEJ
South Africa, go to
www.assitej.org.za and
www.theatre4youth.co.za

ASSITEJ (the international
association of theatre for
children and young people) is
a global network of theatres,
companies, artists and
researchers that champions
the rights of the child to have
artistic experiences. ASSITEJ
believes that one way to ensure
that children and young people
have access to the arts, in a
divided and unequal society for
theatres to work through the
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SOLIDIFYING A 5-YEAR
PARTNERSHIP FOR THE
INNER-CITY.
The Inner-City High
Schools Drama Festival was
established in 2005 by the
Hillbrow Theatre facilitators
as a platform to promote
positive attitudes within
the inner-city community.
The Festival gives inner-city
learners the opportunity to
use drama and dance to
create new stories performed
by the youth who experience
life in the inner city of
Johannesburg and beyond.
In 2013, the Market Theatre
Laboratory joined the
Hillbrow Theatre as one of
the training and facilitating
partners of the Festival by
giving second year students
of the Market Laboratory
the opportunity to work as
drama facilitators at several
inner-city schools. Most
inner-city high schools offer
18

little to no other arts and
culture education.
The Market Theatre
Laboratory students
participate in an extensive
outreach programme that
precedes the Festival. The
outreach aspect of the
Festival is made possible
due to the generous support
from Rand Merchant Bank
and Department of Arts and
Culture who make it possible
for the Inner-City Schools’
Festival to provide artists in
every school that requests
assistance.
This year a team of 31
facilitators including secondyear Market Theatre
Laboratory students went
in to inner-city schools to
work with the learners on a
weekly basis. Twelve former

Market Theatre Laboratory
students are employed to
work in various schools.
For the Festival this is a
point of pride as it is now
able to provide paid work
opportunities for young
artists in the city.
“The impact of the
partnership between the
Market Theatre Laboratory
and Hillbrow Theatre has
been far greater than I
initially imagined – I am
amazed and delighted by
how many alumni continue
to work with schools in the
inner city, and how it has
re-shaped and focused the
career trajectory of many
of the Market Theatre
Laboratory students” says
Clara Vaughn, the Head
of the Market Theatre
Laboratory

“Every time I start classes,”
he explains, “everyone
must contribute to an
exercise. It gives them a
sense of responsibility and
builds confidence. One
girl who is very shy actually
finds herself through these
exercises. I can relate to
her as I always had a selfconfidence problem but
because my directors and
fellow group members were
patient with me when I was
at school I was able to grow
in confidence and that is
what I hope to achieve with
the students that I teach”, he
explains.

the Market Theatre. He also
generated support from
his social media network to
raise sponsorship of over
R10,000.00 for awards for
the Inner-City Schools’
Festival.
This Inner-CitySchools’
Festival is made possible
by generous funding from
Departments of Arts and
Culture, Rand Merchant
Bank and the City of
Johannesburg.

To celebrate the five-year
partnership between the
Market Theatre Laboratory
and the Hillbrow Theatre
Project, Ismail Mohamed,
CEO of the Market Theatre
Foundation, offered every
learner taking part in this
year’s Festival a theatre
experience which included
the Market Theatre tour and
the opportunity to watch
at least one production at
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FOCUS ON THE WORKS OF
GHANAIAN WRITER EKOW DUKER
The Danish Government has officially apologised to the nation of Ghana for their role in the
Slave Trade.
“We share a dark history of slave trade, a shameful, unforgettable part of Danish history.
Nothing can justify it,” said Mr Samuelson, the Danish Foreign Minister on 23 November
upon visiting Ghana in a delegation led by Queen Magarethe II. Denmark and Ghana are
now in talks to discuss greater economic collaboration.
This week, the Exclusive Books Pan-African Reading Room features Ghanaian writer Ekow
Duker who is based in Johannesburg.
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White Wahala
Ekow Duker

Dying in New York
Ekow Duker

The God Who Made Mistakes
Ekow Duker

Ekow Duker is steadily making
inroads as a perceptive,
imaginative novelist. White
Wahala is his first novel, set in
Soweto, and features a brutal
moneylender called Cash
Tshabalala and a rich white
drug addict. It lays bare the
unhealed wounds of a formerly
segregated society.

Dying in New York is the
haunting story of Lerato
Malema, a young and
irrepressible South African
whose wit and resilience shine
through despite the abuse
she has endured from a young
age at the hands of her father.
It is a story of hope and deep
longing, made all the more
poignant by Lerato’s startling
candour from the first page
until the book’s surprising
conclusion

Behind the closed doors of
their suburban Johannesburg
home. Themba and Ayanda
Hlatshwayo, both legal
professionals, are beset by
deep tensions that claw
relentlessly at the polished
façade of their lives. An intense
novel of secrets, identity and
ambition.

T
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TOURS AND EXCURSIONS
The fun, informative and Inspiring Tour of
the Market Theatre gives visitors a chance to
meet the actors and directors of productions.
The Market Theatre’s tour guide Busi
Letwaba has planned a special programme
for schools groups who book for the tours.
For January 2018, Letwaba has already
booked 126 students who will get the
chance to see what goes on behind the
scenes at the Market Theatre. The students
will also participate in a class at the Market
Theatre Laboratory.
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The Market Theatre Tours take place every
Wednesdays @11am-12:30. Join the schools
who are making early bookings for next year
to give their students the opportunity to
learn about the history of the Market Theatre
and to see what goes on behind the scenes.
To book an educational tour for your
students write to Busi Letwaba at busil@
markettheatre.co.za

ZIMBABWE’S MBIRA QUEEN
STELLA CHIWESHE’ S SOUTH
AFRICAN PREMIERE
Zimbabwe’s Queen of the Mbira, Ambuya
Stella Chiweshe will make her South African
premiere at the Ramolao Makhene Theatre
at the Market Square. Presented by the
Windybrow Arts Centre in association with
Keleketla! Library, Ambuya Stella Chiweshe
is internationally known for her singing and
playing of the mbira Dzavadzimu, a traditional
instrument of the Shona people of Zimbabwe.
She has performed in Germany and also at
the WOMAD festival (1994 in the United
States, 1995 in Australia, and 2006 in Spain).

Her remarkable success is also marked by
her participation in the “Global Interchange
Conference: Artists in Conversation”, in New
York with the support of the Ford Foundation.
Ambuya Stella Chiweshe learned to play the
mbira when it was forbidden for a woman
to play the instrument and also the colonial
regime had banned any cultural activities. On
Friday 8 December, she will certainly enthral
her audiences at Market Square in this once-off
concert.
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PERSONALITIES AT THE MARKET
THEATRE				
MEET THE CREATIVE TEAM OF TORDRE
RACHID OURAMDANE
– CHOREOGRAPHER
Rachid Ouramdane has
been creating art projects
since 1995. He was an
Associate Artist at the
Theâtre de la Ville in Paris
from 2010 to 2015 and
at the Bonlieu Theatre in
Annecy (France) from 2005
to 2015. He is regularly
invited to work on many
collaborations: with the Lyon
Opera Ballet (Superstars,
2006; All around, 2014); for
the dancers of the Russian
company Migrazia during a
residence in Siberia for the
Intradance project (Russia)
(Borscheviks... a true story...,
2010); and for the 20th
birthday of Candoco Dance
Company (UK) with disabled
dancers (Looking back,
2011).
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of writing for a big group

Since Rachid Ouramdane
founded L’A dance company,
his work has been based on
a meticulous collection of
evidence, in collaboration
with filmmakers or authors.
He employs the art of
dance to contribute to
social debates through
choreographic pieces
that develop a poetics of
testimony.
In his recent work, he has
explored the principles

of dancers. Alongside his
creative projects, Ouramdane
is working to enhance
learning and exchange
through the management of
international workshops for
artistic research in France,
Romania, Netherlands, Brazil,
and the United States. Since
the beginning of January
2016 Rachid Ouramdane
directs the CCN2-Centre
Chorégraphique National
de Grenoble with Yoann
Bourgeois.

ANNIE HANAUER
– DANCER
Annie Hanauer is a dancer
performer and teacher.
She lives between the UK
and France. Originally
from United States, she
is a graduate of Fine Arts
in Dance University of
Minnesota in Minneapolis.
As member of Candoco
Dance Company, Annie

LORA JUODKAITE
– DANCER
Lora Juodkaite is a
choreographer and a dancer
born in Lithuania. Since her
childhood, she practiced
movement gyration. This
daily ritual allows her to
develop a spinning out of
the ordinary. Thereafter, she
joined this singular practice
within her own work as a

taught and played all over
the world with pieces of
Trisha Brown (Set and Reset
/ Reset), Marc Brew (Parallel
Lines), Nigel Charnock (Still),
Claire Cunningham (12),
Emanuel Gat (In Translation),
Thomas Hauert (Notturnino),
Wendy Houstoun (Imperfect
Storm), Sarah Michelson (The
Hangman), Hofesh Shechter
(Perfect Human), and at the
opening ceremony of the

Olympic Games in Beijing
and the closing ceremony
of Paralympic Games in
London, as well as a solo
recently written by Lea
Anderson (Miniatures).

choreographer.

Lithuanian National Drama
Theatre.

Lora trained in dance at
the Vilnius Academy of Arts
and experimental Dance
Academy Salzburg, where
she graduated in 2005. After
some experience in film and
theatre, she joined the dance
company V. Jankauskas. She
also creates many pieces in
collaboration with musicians
and especially for the

TORDRE is her third
collaboration with Rachid
Ouramdane after Looking
Back and POLICES!

She has worked with Rachid
Ouramdane on several
projects since 2005 (Ordinary
witnesses, Sfumato...) Apart
from her choreographic
work, she teaches at the
Vilnius Academy of Arts, in
Vilnius Kolegium for art and
directs the Academic Dance
Theatre of Vilnius.
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PERSONALITIES AT THE MARKET
THEATRE				
MEET THE CREATIVE TEAM OF
DEAD YELLOW SANDS
BO PETERSEN
– DIRECTOR

GRAHAM WEIR
– WRITER AND ACTOR
In a career spanning 38
years, Graham has worked as
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Bo Petersen has been
involved in the performing
arts for close on 40 years and
has established an auxiliary
career as a dialogue and
drama coach for the film
and advertising industry. Bo
is best known as an actor,
on stage, TV and film, but
has developed a real love
for directing. She began
this journey years ago with
multi-talented Graham Weir
and has directed three of his
award-winning plays.

Bo also directed Blackbird
which was performed at
the Intimate Theatre, Cape
Town, in September 2010
and at the Baxter Theatre
in March 2011 to critical
acclaim. She was nominated
as Best New Director for
the Fleur du Cap Awards.
Bo developed the work of,
and directed, Zimbabwean
actor/playwright Jonathan
Nkala, and their productions
travelled both nationally
and internationally. Bo
recently appeared in Phillip
Rademeyer’s acclaimed play
White Elephant.

an actor, singer, playwright,
composer and producer of
his own works. Although
starting out as an actor with
the Performing Arts Council

of the Transvaal (PACT), he
has most often appeared in
his own work, most notably
the award-winning Brief
Descriptions, his musical

drama Letters from Patient
Essop, Tales from a Dark
Corner and Noah of Cape
Town for which he wrote the
score.
Other self-penned works
include Psychodelic Cowboy
and Sister Nun and Not
the Midnight Mass which
he co-founded back in
1988. Graham has recorded
six albums with Not the
Midnight Mass as well
as producing solo CDs
including Songs of Hangings
and Redemption featuring
extracts from a stage show
with the same name.
In 2002 he released a
volume of short stories and
plays titled How Graham
Weir has accidentally
managed to stay alive and
performed this work in
Grahamstown and Cape
Town, and recently appeared
as himself in two South
African novels, Banquet
at Brabazan by Patricia
Schonstein and Cabin Fever
by Diane Awerbuck. Recent
film performances include
Black Sails and the movies
Spud 1 and Spud 3

in which he appeared as
the eccentric teacher Viking
alongside John Cleese. He
also appeared in Origins for
National Geographical and
two seasons of the popular
TV series Hotel for KYKNET.
Graham’s recent theatre
work includes Antonio in The
Merchant of Venice

at Maynardville; Lucky in
Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for
Godot, directed by Damon
Galgut; Jarvis in Weill’s
musical adaptation of Cry the
Beloved Country,’ Lost in the
Stars for Cape Town Opera
and Lear in Shakespeare’s
King Lear produced by the
Mechanicals at the Intimate
Theatre in Cape Town.
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UP CLOSE AND PERSONAL WITH:

					 RYAN LLOYD
				
GRAPHIC DESIGN INTERN

Q:
What drives you to
wake up in the morning and
come to work?
Working at the Market Theatre
is such a great experience that
I don’t really need much convincing to get up and come to
work. I look forward to getting
to the office, so it’s always easy.
Q: What does your job entail?
I am the intern graphic
designer at the Market Theatre
Foundation. I design a wide
range of projects for the
Foundation’s four business
units. I design the Market BUZZ
each week and also design a
lot of the posters and other
signs, invites, programmes and
banners that can be seen at
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and around the Market Theatre.
Q: Where do you see yourself
in 5 years?
I would like to have made a
name for myself within the
film-scoring industry and would
like to be working on big-budget films in South Africa or
internationally. I would also
like to have my own place, and
have it be a sanctuary for me
and my creative process.
Q: Given a chance to change
one thing in the Arts and
Culture industry, what would it
be?
I would like to see artists getting more recognition for their
work, time and effort. I wish

people could understand and
recognize the time, effort and
work that goes into producing
an artwork (no matter what
discipline) and I would love to
change people’s perception
about the value of the arts.
Q: What do you do when
you’re not at work?
When I’m not at work I usually spend some quality time
with friends and family either
over good food and drinks, or
while out on the town. If I’m
not with friends and family I’m
usually busy composing music
either for myself or for a film.
I can also spend quite a few
hours in bed or on the couch
binge-watching series.

MARKET THEATRE BECOMES CITY’S
PRIME CHOICE FOR EVENTS
Since opening the doors of Market Square, the impressive building has played host to a
range of conference events, seminars and festivals. Recently, both the South African Book
Fair and the Jozi Book Fair chose the Market Theatre precinct as a prime venue.
The Market Theatre Foundation boasts a large variety of venues for hire at the historic
Market Theatre complex, the modern Market Square and at the 121 year old heritage house
at the Windybrow Arts Centre. Each venue has is serviced by a dedicated team of
professionals.
Please contact Donna
McLaggan on 066 350 7428
or donnam@markettheatre.
co.za for any of the following
venues at the Market
Theatre complex or the
Market Square:
• 4 fully functioning theatres
• 5 brand new rehearsal

studios
• 1 lecture style auditorium
• Various versatile events
venues

For any of the following
venues at the Market Photo
Workshop, please contact
Busisiwe Sithole on 011 834
1444 or busis@marketphotoworkshop.co.za
• 2 exhibition galleries
• 1 professional photography

The Windybrow Arts Centre
boasts various rooms and a
banqueting hall in the
majestic heritage house and
can be booked by
contacting Nomalanga Nkosi
on 079 446 0239 or
nomalangn@markettheatre.
co.za

studio
• 1 amphitheatre
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Make reservations for your
visits to the Market Theatre
so much easier. With one
glance at the table below
you can now see the start
and end date for each
production season.

For block bookings call
Anthony Ezeoke at 011
832 1641/083 246 4950 or
Yusrah Bardien at 011 832
1641 (ext 204)

For more details about the
productions visit the Market
Theatre Foundation website
www.markettheatre.co.za
www.webtickets.co.za or
buy your ticket at any Pick ‘n
Pay store.

PLEASE NOTE THAT THERE ARE NO SHOWS ON MONDAYS

SHOW
Dead Yellow Sands - The Barney Simon

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

DECEMBER

16

10

TORDRE - The John Kani

1-2

When Dori(s) Takes her Place

7 - 10

The Mannie Manim

Stella Chiweshe

8

The God Encounter - The Ramolao Makhene

9

Gauteng Gospel Music Awards

9

- The John Kani
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DEAD YELLOW SANDS
Dates
Friday 16 November –
Sunday 10 December
Time
20:15
Sundays 15:15
Venue
Barney Simon
As a token of appreciation
for supporting the Market
Theatre during 2017,
patrons booking for Dead
Yellow Sands can purchase
tickets at R90.00.

Dead Yellow Sands
premiered in 2015 at the
Alexander Bar Theatre, Cape
Town, and played to sold out
houses. Later, after a short
successful season at the 969
festivals in Johannesburg,
the production returned to
the Alexander Bar Theatre
for, yet another sold out
season. Dead Yellow Sands
performed to further acclaim
at the Hilton Festival in
KwaZulu Natal following
its sold-out season at the
National Arts Festival
in July 2016, and most
recently received still further
exceptional ratings and
reviews at the Baxter Theatre
in Cape Town.
Winner of the Fleur du Cap
Awards for Best Performance
in a One Person Show by
bravura solo-performer
Graham Weir and Best
Lighting Design by Guy de
Lancey, Dead Yellow Sands is
directed by Bo Petersen.
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TORDRE
Dates
Friday 01 December –
Saturday 02 December
Time
20:00
Venue
John Kani

2 SHOWS

ONLY
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The French Institute of South
Africa (IFAS) in association
with the Market Theatre
Foundation will present
TORDRE by French-Algerian
choreographer Rachid
Ouramdane. TORDRE is the
story of two performers who
have been closely involved
with Rachid Ouramdane’s
work for a number of years.
TORDRE (Wrought) is the
story of the Lithuanian
dancer Lora Juodkaite who
spins dizzyingly on the spot
and has developed an
authentic way of moving
since childhood. It is also the

story of the British dancer
Annie Hanauer, moving with
an articulated prosthetic arm,
which is an extension and
an integral part of her body.
Each of them, in their own
way, have developed their
own trademark
technique that is now
quintessential to them. With
this dual portrait, which was
first performed in 2014,
Rachid Ouramdane probes
the delicate place where
movement wavers between
poetry and testimony.
In TORDRE, Rachid
Ouramdane has perfected
his subtle art of composition.
He places the focus as only
he knows how - somewhere
between implacable
strangeness and closeness.
#TORDREinSA

WHEN DORI(S) TAKES HER PLACE
Dates
Thursday 7 December Sunday 10 December
Time
20:15
Sundays 15:15
Venue
Mannie Manim

Choreographed by
Thandazile “Sonia” Radebe.
This piece is performed
by Radebe (2016 Sophie
Mgcina Emerging Voices
Award) and Lulu Mlangeni
(2014 Sophie Mgcina
Emerging Voices Award).
When Dori(s) takes her
place” is a work that seeks to
acknowledge and celebrate
the strength that women
have both physically and
emotionally.

In Greek mythology, the
name Doris means daughter
of God of the sea -Oceanuis
and considered a gift. The
names Doris is also used as
a term for a woman who is
either plain or unattractive,
or it could just be used
to describe a girl in a
derogatory manner as if to
say that her name is of little
importance.
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STELLA CHIWESHE LIVE IN
CONCERT - ONE NIGHT ONLY
Dates
Friday 8 December 2017
Time
20:15
Venue
Ramolao Makhene Theatre

The Windybrow Arts Centre
in collaboration with the
Keleketla Library will present
the first ever performance
in South Africa of the worldrenowned mbira musician
and Zimbabwean-born Stella
Chiweshe for one night only.
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GAUTENG GOSPEL MUSIC AWARDS
Dates
Saturday 9 December 2017

Gauteng
Gospel
Music
Awards

Time
20:00
Venue
John Kani Theatre

Taking place at Market
Theatre Newtown for the
second year running the
Gauteng Gospel Music
Awards seeks to empower
gospel music artists, reward
commitment, and excellence
and recognise talent in the
gospel music industry in
Mzansi.
Featuring live music
performances from acts such
as Tebogo Matla, Minister
Lombard Matshinge, Lebo
Elle Tesane, Jay Mbiza,
Thabelo Netshiunda, Ayanda
Shange and many more.
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THE GOD ENCOUNTER
Dates
Saturday 9 December 2017

The God
Encounter

Time
20:00
Venue
Ramolao Makhene Theatre

The gospel musical concert,
The God Encounter, is
produced and performed by
Dodi Nkulu.
Joining Dodi Nkulu and her
band as guests are music
minister Ayo Solanke and
worshiper Gracey Kalenga.
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LAST WEEK IN PICTURES
Esther Mahlangu: A Legacy at the Market Theatre

2017 ©Siphosihle Mkhwanazi
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